Chain drive components.
Perfectly linked for your success.
Schaeffler Automotive Aftermarket – more innovation, more quality, more passion.

Schaeffler Automotive Aftermarket – four strong brands. Whenever a vehicle needs to go to the garage, the products and repair solutions from Schaeffler Automotive Aftermarket are usually the first choice for the repair work.

Backed by the four brands LuK, INA, FAG, and Ruville, this business division is responsible for Schaeffler’s global automotive aftermarket business. Be it a car, light or heavy commercial vehicle, bus, or tractor – Schaeffler Automotive Aftermarket is able to draw on decades of experience in the independent aftermarket, and offers tailored solutions for meeting diverse repair requirements. All products and repair solutions from Schaeffler Automotive Aftermarket stand for technological excellence and outstanding quality.

The focus is also constantly on producing a leading product range for every vehicle class and model. Due to innovative technology, a multitude of new vehicle models, plus increasingly complex vehicle components and service work, garage professionals are constantly faced with challenging repair situations. That is why the Schaeffler Automotive Aftermarket portfolio contains everything required for a professional part replacement: from the genuine spare part to sophisticated repair solutions to the right special tool.

Schaeffler REPXPERT – the all-in-one portal for garages. Schaeffler Automotive Aftermarket is entering a new service dimension with REPXPERT. Whether you need the online portal, live technical demonstrations, or training – all technical services are provided in just one place. Interested in the latest product news, service information, installation instructions, or training? Looking for specific information or damage diagnosis? Are you in need of particular tools to make your everyday garage routine easier? Then simply register for free in just a few clicks at: www.repxpert.com.

Our brands and products – leaders in the automotive industry. Backed by its product brands LuK, INA, FAG and Ruville, Schaeffler is a world-leading provider of rolling bearing and plain bearing solutions, linear and direct drive technology, and also a renowned supplier to the automotive industry of high-precision components and systems for engines, transmissions, and chassis.

This global group is one of the largest technology companies in family ownership in Germany and indeed Europe. Schaeffler has a worldwide network of manufacturing locations, research and development facilities, and sales companies.
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Our chain drives are not the only things perfectly linked.

**Competence and components from a single source.**
Not just our chain drives are perfectly linked. Whether delivery, storage, advisory, or sales: Ruville leverages the development know-how from the Schaeffler Group to ensure efficient and systematic processes. As the system specialist for engines and chassis, we offer more than just first-class spare parts in Schaeffler quality for all standard European and Asian vehicles.

In addition to the best quality, you can count on one thing above all when it comes to our chain drive components and kits: You get everything you need for a fast and smooth repair.
A perfect chain drive system starts with a perfect production chain.

Quality that sets the standard.
More and more vehicles are being equipped with engines featuring chain drives as standard. These engines are considered to be low maintenance, but the systems are continuously subject to wear and tear. The vibrations and forces occurring within the engine, as well as the use of unsuitable oils, cause an enormous strain on the materials installed. Because the chain drive components work behind the scenes, this wear and tear is not always seen during an inspection. And, as is usually the case, engine damage results. That’s why the first warning signs, such as a rattling engine, should be closely examined. This ensures that defect components can be detected at an early stage and replaced before any damage is done.

Because all the parts are perfectly coordinated with one another, and to guarantee a smooth interaction of the parts, the entire system should always be replaced at the same time. Under the Ruville brand, Schaeffler offers a comprehensive and technically elaborate spare parts program.

The result: Intelligent kit solutions as well as individual components that are perfect for any kind of repair.
When it comes to chain drive components, we have everything at hand.

Simply complete. Completely simple. Diversity is just one advantage of our product range. With the easiest possible installation in mind, our chain drive components are perfectly coordinated with all the necessary secondary parts. We offer complete solutions for a number of vehicle models today. And to meet your needs in the future, too, we are continually working on expanding our program.

The whole program for your success:
- Chains
- Slide and guide rails
- Hydraulic and mechanical tensioners
- Sprockets
- Gaskets
- Ready-to-install, complete chain drive kits
Chain drive at a glance.

1 Gasket
2 Tensioner
3 Crankshaft sprocket
4 Camshaft sprocket
5 Chain
6 Guide rail
The links in our chain of success at a glance.

Our know-how – your advantages.
All of our kits and components are perfectly coordinated with each other – and offer your customers an entire range of benefits in terms of installation and service.

Always cutting-edge.
Profit from our continually growing program and the expansion of our kits on offer.

Profit from the successful trend and tap into new opportunities.

The trend is obvious: Around half of all vehicles are now equipped with chain drives. Profit from this development and offer your customers reliable, high-quality chain drive components from our broad program of repair solutions.

Count on the complete kits from Ruville. They help you to avoid potentially costly damages in the future and ensure higher satisfaction – both in the garage as well as among your customers.
Always ready to go: The Ruville special tools toolbox.

Extremely easy chain drive repair and installation. Ruville offers its garage partners more than just state-of-the-art chain drive systems – we provide the matching special tools, too. Perfectly organized in the robust and handy toolbox, they are specially designed to meet the concrete everyday application needs of garages – and they make a significant contribution to ensuring that the replacement of chain drives is even more efficient.

Contents of the toolbox:
- Puller for ignition coils
- Adjustment and mounting tools for the camshafts and crankshafts
- Various locking pins and rods
- Counterholding tools
- Bolts in various sizes

1.0, 1.2, 6 V;
1.2, 12 V 3-cylinder
1.2–1.6 TSI/TSFI/FSI engines from the VW Group